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ACTIVE ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM AND METHOD

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This PCT application claims priority to U. S. Patent Application No. 12/388,252 filed

February 18, 2009, entitled Active Access Control System and Method. This application also

claims priority of provisional application U.S. Application No. 61/066,566, filed February 21,

2008, entitled "Active Access Control System And Method." Each of the above applications is

incorporated herein by reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0002] This invention relates generally to controlling access to computing resources in a

distributed computing environment, and more specifically to providing a method for active role-

based access control to computing resources in a distributed computing environment.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0003] In distributed computing environments, users' privileges should be in synch with their

current contexts in the enterprise: at any given time, the least privilege needed to accomplish a

task should be assigned to a user. A conventional identity-based access control mechanism can

suffice for applications accessed by a limited number of users with stable privilege assignments.

However, the identity-based approaches are not scalable enough for distributed computing

environments which support many users from different organizations.

[0004] Furthermore, access control methods known in the art use predefined sets of rules to

make static access control decisions: once a set of privileges is assigned to a user, the user is

typically allowed to use those privileges in different contexts within the enterprise. Thus, the

known methods do not take into consideration the user's context change, but rather make access

control decisions based upon the user's privileges upon log-on.

[0005] Thus, a need exists to provide an access control method to deal with core challenges

in terms of context awareness, fine granularity, and scalability.



SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0006] A method of dynamically assigning a role to a user in a distributed computing

environment can comprise the steps of: defining one or more roles and their respective threshold

trust values; defining one or more attributes and their respective weight coefficients; determining

current values of the attributes for the user; calculating a current level of trust for the user, based

on the attribute values and the weight coefficients; and assigning a role to the user based on the

current level of trust and the threshold values.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0007] Fig. 1 illustrates a layout of one embodiment of the AAC system according to the

present invention.

[0008] Fig. 2 illustrates an example of role hierarchy according to the present invention.

[0009] Fig. 3 illustrates a flowchart of one embodiment of the AAC method of the present

invention.

[00010] Fig. 4 illustrates a flowchart of one embodiment of the method of determining weight

coefficients in accordance to the present invention.

[0001 1] The drawings are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead generally being placed

upon illustrating the principles of the invention. In the drawings, like numerals are used to

indicate like parts throughout the various views.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[00012] There is provided a system and a method of active access control (AAC) for users

accessing a distributed computing environment comprising a plurality of computing resources.

The computing resources can include, e.g., files, network-accessible storage (e.g., disk arrays

attached to storage area networks), web services, and software applications. The computing

environment can comprise one or more computers hosting the computing resources and

interconnected via one or more networks. The computing environment can have a user registry

storing user login credentials, including a unique user identifier and authentication information

for each user. Each computing resource can have a set of permissions associated with it.



[00013] In accordance with the role-based access control (RBAC) approach, permissions to

access a computing resource can be associated with one or more roles. A user can have one or

more roles assigned to him or her, and thus acquire the permissions associated with the roles.

Thus, a role can be associated with a set of permissions to access one or more computer

resources, and can be assigned to zero or more users. The assignment of users to roles can be

stored in a user role assignment database. In one embodiment, a user wishing to access a

computing resource can pull his or her roles from the user role assignment database and present

the roles to an entity controlling access to the computing resource. In another embodiment, a user

wishing to access a computing resource can present his or her authentication information to an

entity controlling access to the computing resource, and the access controlling entity can then

pull the user role information from the user role assignment database.

[00014] In a distributed computing environment, a user's operational environment can be

characterized by context and entity attributes. Entity attributes can include, e.g., attributes

characterizing location, communication channel, access point, end-system and the user. Context

attributes can include, e.g., attributes characterizing job relevance, vitality (i.e., active vs. idle

state), frequency, mobility, and level of threat.

[00015] Upon successful authentication, a user can establish a working session with the

distributed computing environment. During the session, which can be terminated by a logout

event, the user may need to perform different tasks requiring access to various computing

resources. Also during the same session, or from one session to another, the user's operational

environment can dynamically change.

[00016] The AAC method can provide context-aware access control by dynamically changing

user role among his or her assigned roles based on data elements provided by a plurality of

distributed information sensors.

[00017] Fig. 1 illustrates a layout of a sample embodiment of the AAC system according to

the present invention. AAC controller 102, which in one embodiment can be implemented as a

software program executable by one or more computers, can receive a plurality of data elements

representing one or more context and entity attributes from a plurality of sensors 104a-104z. An

attribute can be described by one or more data elements. The sensors 104a-104z can include,



e.g., zero or more intrusion detection system (IDS) sensors 104a, zero or more location sensors

104b, and zero or more log sensors 104z. A sensor can be implemented, e.g., as a software

program executable by one or more computers, or as a specialized hardware component.

[00018] AAC controller 102 can be in communication with the active role server 106 which in

one embodiment can be implemented as a software program executable by one or more

computers. AAC controller 102 can process a plurality of data elements received from the

sensors 104a-104z according to the AAC method of the present invention and transmit the

current user role assignment information to the active role server 106. In one embodiment, the

new user role assignment can be transmitted by the AAC controller 102 whenever processing the

data elements received from the sensors 104a- 104z resulted in updating a user role assignment.

Users 108a-108z can access computing resources llOa-HOz in accordance with the permissions

associated with the users' roles retrieved from the active role server 104.

[00019] In one embodiment, the roles assigned to a user or potentially available for

assignment to the user can form a hierarchical structure an example of which is shown in Fig. 2 .

Set of roles R refers to all roles defined in a distributed computing environment, which in the

example shown in Fig. 2 includes the following roles: RQ, R 1, R , R 3, R 4 , R 5, R a n d R d-

[00020] Every user in the computing environment can be assigned to the default role referred

to by the symbol R d in the example of Fig. 2 . In one embodiment, the default role can be

associated with the lowest set of permission in the computing environment.

[00021] A subset R a of available roles can include the roles available to a user. In one aspect,

available roles can be determined, e.g., in accordance with an organizational policy. In another

aspect, the user can never be assigned a role which is higher in the role hierarchy than the user's

highest available role. In the example of Fig. 2, a user can be assigned one or more of the roles

R 1, R , R 4 , and R j. A higher role in the hierarchy can inherit one or more subordinate roles.

Therefore, in the example of Fig. 2, is a user is assigned to R 1, the user will also be

automatically assigned to the subordinate roles R , R 4 , and R .



[00022] A subset R c of assigned roles R a can be designated as the current roles for a user by

the AAC controller. The user can access computing resources in accordance with the set of

permissions associated with all his or her current roles. In the example of Fig. 2, the user's

current roles R c include R , R4, and R .

[00023] A set of roles that is required for the user to perform a given task is referred to by the

symbol R q. For a user to be able to perform a given task, the subset of his or her current roles

must include the subset of required roles: R c D R q. In the example of Fig. 2, the subset R q is

defined as including a single role R 3.

[00024] In one aspect, the role hierarchy can be characterized by the following relationships:

R i R R R q R d.

[00025] AAC method of the present invention is now being described with reference to the

flowchart of Fig. 3 .

[00026] At step 310, the system-wide policies can be defined, including defining system-wide

roles Rj, associating permissions to access computing resources with roles, and defining a subset

of roles available to each user.

[00027] At step 320, a plurality of data elements can be received from one or more sensors.

The data elements can define a plurality of current entity or context attributes. In one

embodiment, the entity attributes can include Location, Communication, Access Point, End-

System and the User.

[00028] At step 330, the attribute and trust values can be calculated. Each attribute can

represent a trust level of the distributed computing environment to the corresponding aspect of

the user's operational environment. For example, the Location attribute can represent the trust

level of the current locations of the user, end-systems, and the service providers (e.g., application

servers). The Communication attribute can represent the trust level of the current communication

channel between the end-system and the service provider. The End-System attribute can

represent the trust level of the user's terminal, based, e.g., on operating system (OS)



vulnerabilities and maintenance status. The User attribute can represent the trust level of the user,

based, e.g., on his or her previous activities and organizational policies.

[00029] The overall trust level for a given set of entity attributes can be calculated as follows:

n

T(e, w) = ∑ etw t

i=l

wherein e t is the trust level of i-th entity attribute, and

W1is the weight of the i-th entity attribute.

[00030] In one embodiment, context attributes can include job relevance, vitality (i.e., active

vs. idle state), frequency, mobility, and level of threat. For example, the Relevance attribute can

represent the extent of the user's current activity being relevant to his or her assigned tasks.

Although an initial role can be determined and assigned at the beginning of a work session, the

level of Relevance can be decreased if the user participates in any non-task-related activities

(e.g., issues irrelevant or malicious commands), which can result in changing the user's current

role by the AAC controller. The Vitality attribute can represent whether the connection is active,

idle, or sporadic. For example, a sensitive application may close the user's session if the

connection is idle for a certain period. The Frequency attribute can represent the frequency of an

activity performed by the user. The Mobility attribute can represent whether the user is moving

from one location to another while his or her terminal is being connected to the network. The

Threat attribute can represent the threat level of the current user' s operational environment. For

example, if a wireless access point is under a threat of an attack, the current users who are

connecting to the access point should not be allowed to use highly sensitive privileges, even

though their activities are otherwise legitimate.

[00031] The overall trust level for a given set of Context attributes can be calculated as

follows:

m

T(c, u) = ∑ C j

J=I



wherein c} is the trust level of j-th context attribute, and

uj is the weight of the j-th context attribute.

[00032] At step 340, an AAC matrix can be calculated. In one embodiment, the AAC matrix

can be constructed by grouping the entity and context attributes into the rows of the matrix. If the

number of entity and context attributes are not equal, the empty cells can be filled with zero

values:

I eι e2 ... en I
AAC = I I

I C1 C2 ... cm I

[00033] Thus, the AAC matrix can have dimensions of 2 x ψ, wherein ψ is the maximum of

the numbers of entity and context attributes: ψ = max(m, n).

[00034] At step 350, the Result vector can be calculated. In one embodiment, a weight matrix

can be constructed by grouping the weight coefficients of entity and context attributes into the

rows of the matrix. If the number of entity and context attributes are not equal, the empty cells

can be filled with zero values:

I W1 W2 ... Wn I
W = I I

I U1 U2 ...uw m I
Thus, the weight matrix can have dimensions of ψ X 2 .

[00035] The Result vector can be calculated as the main diagonal of the product of the AAC

matrix and weight matrix:

R = diag (AACx W) = [R1, R2]

[00036] At step 360, the trust level of the user's current operational environment can be

calculated as the product of the Result vector and a vector of threshold coefficients:

\ a \
r = R x I I a R1+ β R2

\ b \



wherein 0 <a ,β < l , and a +β =1.

[00037] At step 370, a new role can be assigned to the user based on the calculated trust value

and pre-defined threshold values. In one embodiment, for each role R1, a threshold value TtLd[R1]

of trust needed for a user to be assigned to the role, can be defined. Then, the current user's role

can be determined as follows:

Rc =

{ R d otherwise

[00038] At step 380, the method can conditionally, upon ascertaining that no logout events

have occurred, loop back to step 320.

[00039] A sample embodiment of a method of determining weight coefficients in accordance

to the present invention is now being described with reference to the flowchart of Fig. 4 . Weight

values can be chosen as reflecting the priority order of the attributes, e.g., according to an

organizational policy for a given application. For example, the Location attribute can be the most

important attribute in one application for its access control decision, while the Communication

attribute can be the most important attributed in another application.

[00040] At step 410, the set of attributes to be used for access control decisions can be

determined. Entity attributes can include, e.g., attributes characterizing location, communication

channel, access point, end-system and the user. Context attributes can include, e.g., attributes

characterizing job relevance, vitality, frequency, mobility, and level of threat.

[00041] At step 420, the method can generate possible combination of weights as the Weight

vector. If an organizational policy specifies priorities of particular attributes, then the

combinations conflicting with the policies can be excluded. For example, if the Location

attribute is the most critical attribute according to an organizational policy, the highest weight

score can be assigned to the Location attribute, and the combinations in which the weight of the

Location attribute is not equal to the highest weight score, can be excluded.



[00042] At step 430, each possible combination of the weight vector components generated at

the previous step can be tested to ascertain whether it produces a Result vector which is

consistent with pre-defined baseline scenarios and privilege inheritance. A pre-defined baseline

scenario can prescribe which role should be activated as the current role for a user in a specific

situation. A weight vector is inconsistent with privilege inheritance if it produces a higher trust

level for a subordinate role than for the role which is higher in the role hierarchy.

[00043] At step 440, weight combinations producing Result vectors inconsistent with baseline

scenarios or privilege inheritance are excluded.

[00044] At step 450, the optimal weight combination is determined. In one embodiment, the

weigh vector which generates minimal trust values can be selected as the optimal, if the

maximum level of privileges to the users needs to be provided. In another embodiment, where

only the minimum level of privileges needs to be afforded to the users, the weight vector which

generates maximal trust values. In a yet another embodiment, the weight vector which produces

median trust values can be selected as the optimal.

[00045] A small sample of systems methods and apparatus that are described herein is as

follows:

Al . A method of dynamically assigning a role to a user in a distributed computing

environment, said method comprising the steps of:

defining one or more roles, each role characterized by a threshold trust value;

defining one or more attributes, each attribute characterized by a weight coefficient;

determining current values of said one or more attributes for said user;

calculating a current level of trust for said user, said current level of trust based on said

values of said one or more attributes and said weight coefficients of said one or more attributes;

and

assigning a role to said user based on said current level of trust and said threshold values.

A2. The method of claim Al, wherein said one or more attributes include at least one context

attribute from the group consisting of: job relevance, vitality, frequency, mobility, and level of

threat.



A3. The method of claim Al, wherein said one or more attributes include at least one entity

attribute from the group consisting of: location, communication channel, access point, end-

system and the user.

A4. The method of claim Al, wherein said role affords said user a minimum level of

privileges needed to accomplish a task.

Bl. A system for providing active access control (AAC) in a distributed computing

environment, said system comprising:

a plurality of information sensors;

an AAC controller configured to receive a plurality of data elements from said plurality

of information sensors, said plurality of data elements representing one or more attributes;

an active role server in communication with said AAC controller;

one or more users in communication with said active role server;

one or more computing resources in communication with said active role server, said one

or more computing resources configured to be accessed by said one or more users;

wherein said AAC controller is configured to calculate a current level of trust for a user

whishing to access said one or more computing resources, said current level of trust dependent

upon said one or more data elements; and

wherein said AAC controller is further configured to assign a role to said user based on

said current level of trust, and to communicate said role to said active role server.

B2. The system of claim Bl, wherein said one or more attributes include at least one context

attribute from the group consisting of: job relevance, vitality, frequency, mobility, and level of

threat.

B3. The system of claim Bl, wherein said one or more attributes include at least one entity

attribute from the group consisting of: location, communication channel, access point, end-

system and the user.

B4. The system of claim Bl, wherein said AAC controller is configured to communicate said

role to said active role server responsive to ascertaining that processing said one or more data

elements resulted in assigning a new role to said user.



[00046] While the present invention has been particularly shown and described with reference

to certain exemplary embodiments, it will be understood by a skilled artisan that various changes

in detail may be affected therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the invention as

defined by claims that can be supported by the written description and drawings. Further, where

exemplary embodiments are described with reference to a certain number of elements it will be

understood that the exemplary embodiments can be practiced utilizing less than the certain

number of elements.

[00047] It will be further understood by a skilled artisan that in describing the embodiments of

the present invention the term "user" refers to any entity accessing a particular computing

resource, including human computer operators and software programs.

[00048] It will be further understood by a skilled artisan that the network topologies shown in

the drawings and/or referred to in the detailed description of the present invention have been

chosen for illustration purposes; any other network topologies providing the necessary

connectivity between the components depicted in the drawings or described in the text, are

understood to be within the scope of this invention. In particular, a "network" can include zero or

more LANs, zero or more WANs, and zero or more VPNs, together with any packet switching

and routing equipment necessary to establish the inter-network connectivity.

[00049] Further details of the above described embodiments are set forth in the manuscript by

Joon S. Park, et al., titled "Active Access Control with Fine-Granularity and Scalability" which

forms part of the present application and which is presented as part of the text and drawings of

provisional application U.S. Patent Application No. 61/066,566, which is incorporated herein by

reference in its entirety.



CLAIMS

1. A method of dynamically assigning a role to a user in a distributed computing

environment, said method comprising the steps of:

defining one or more roles, each role characterized by a threshold trust value;

defining one or more attributes, each attribute characterized by a weight coefficient;

determining current values of said one or more attributes for said user;

calculating a current level of trust for said user, said current level of trust based on said

values of said one or more attributes and said weight coefficients of said one or more attributes;

and

assigning a role to said user based on said current level of trust and said threshold values.

2 . The method of claim 1, wherein said one or more attributes include at least one context

attribute from the group consisting of: job relevance, vitality, frequency, mobility, and level of

threat.

3 . The method of claim 1, wherein said one or more attributes include at least one entity

attribute from the group consisting of: location, communication channel, access point, end-

system and the user.

4 . The method of claim 1, wherein said role affords said user a minimum level of privileges

needed to accomplish a task.

5 . A system for providing active access control (AAC) in a distributed computing

environment, said system comprising:

a plurality of information sensors;

an AAC controller configured to receive a plurality of data elements from said plurality

of information sensors, said plurality of data elements representing one or more attributes;

an active role server in communication with said AAC controller;

one or more users in communication with said active role server;

one or more computing resources in communication with said active role server, said one

or more computing resources configured to be accessed by said one or more users;



wherein said AAC controller is configured to calculate a current level of trust for a user

whishing to access said one or more computing resources, said current level of trust dependent

upon said one or more data elements; and

wherein said AAC controller is further configured to assign a role to said user based on

said current level of trust, and to communicate said role to said active role server.

6 . The system of claim 5, wherein said one or more attributes include at least one context

attribute from the group consisting of: job relevance, vitality, frequency, mobility, and level of

threat.

7 . The system of claim 5, wherein said one or more attributes include at least one entity

attribute from the group consisting of: location, communication channel, access point, end-

system and the user.

8. The system of claim 5, wherein said AAC controller is configured to communicate said

role to said active role server responsive to ascertaining that processing said one or more data

elements resulted in assigning a new role to said user.
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